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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate an optical quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) signal transmitter and an optical receiver for
demodulating optical QPSK signal with homodyne detection and digital signal processing (DSP). DSP on the
homodyne detection scheme is employed without locking the phase of the local oscillator (LO). In this paper,
we present an extracting one-dimensional array of down-sampling method for reducing unwanted samples of
constellation diagram measurement. Such a novel scheme embodies the following major advantages over the
other conventional optical QPSK signal detection methods. First, this homodyne detection scheme does not
need strict requirement on LO in comparison with linear optical sampling, such as having at spectral density
and phase over the spectral support of the source under test. Second, the LabVIEW software is directly used for
recovering the QPSK signal constellation without employing complex DSP circuit. Third, this scheme is
applicable to multilevel modulation formats such as M-ary PSK and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
or higher speed signals by making minor changes.
Keywords: Optical Coherence; Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying; Digital Signal Processing
(DQPSK)4,5 and differential 8-ary phase-shift keying

I. INTRODUCTION

(D8PSK),6 have already been demonstrated. Among
There has been a remarkable change in the area of
high-speed optical fiber communications in recent

various modulation formats that carry 2 bits of
information per symbol, quadrature phase-shift

years. Traditional binary ON{OFF signalling systems
are being replaced with other more sophisticated

keying (QPSK) is the most promising one because of

modulation formats carrying more than one bit per

experiments have investigated the performance of

symbol.1 Although mostly on{o_ keying (OOK)

QPSK systems with optical differential detection,

formats have been used in commercial applications

where

so far, M-ary phase-shift keying (M-PSK) and M-ary

Mach{Zehnder

quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) have
gained renewed attention to improve the spectral

photodetectors.9 However, although synchronous

efficiency2 and meet the never-ending increasing

about 2 dB lower than differential detection, the

demand for bandwidth in optical transmission
systems.3 Advanced modulation formats, such as

synchronous coherent receiver needs either to use a
local oscillator (LO) locked to the carrier phase or to

differential

recover the carrier phase after homodyne detection.

quadrature

phase-shift

keying

its superior transmission characteristics.7,8 Several

the

receiver

contains

interferometers

two

sets

of

and

balanced

detection of QPSK signals requires an SNR per bit of
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In addition, the optical phase-locked loop(PLL) is

fields of the QPSK signal source under test and the

still difficult to achieve because the practical voltage-

LO are written as

controlled oscillator (VOL) operating at the optical
stage

is

not

available.

Coherent

optical

communication systems widely attract people's
attention

mainly

because

of

their

"D(t) = √ P_D aIQM(t)_ exp(j(!0t + '0 + 'IQM(t))) ; (1)
"LO(t) = √ P_ LO exp(j(!0t + '0)) ; (2)

improved

sensitivity over direct detection, their ability to
receive complex modulation formats such as n-PSK

where PD, PLO aIQM(t) and 'IQM(t) describe the
signal source power, LO power, amplitude and phase

and QAM as well as the ability to access the full

modulations of the IQM, respectively. In this

information of the optical field in the electrical

experiment, we implement a data-encoded optical

domain.9 In Ref. 10, the authors have suggested to

source by modulation of a continuous wave (CW)

utilize a digital implementation of a phased-

laser and choose w0 as the optical frequency of this

lockedloop for phase or even frequency actuation of

CW laser. For LO source, the choice of its frequency

LO laser as early as 1991. In fact, all of the recently

is the same as the signal source because they come

published works11{13 focused on coherent receivers

from the same CW laser. As depicted in Fig. 1, the

with employing digital signal processing (DSP)

source under test and the LO are coupled into the

techniques for transmitter-local oscillator laser

optical 90° -hybrid. The optical 90°-hybrid contains a

synchronization instead of using traditional optical
phase-locked techniques. However, the sampling rate

pair of interferometers with a relative phase
difference of _=2. It outputs orthogonal quadratures

of the analog-to-digital convertors (ADCs) on the

(cosine and sine elements) to the I- and Q-arms,

performance of QPSK signals was rarely studied.

respectively. The four outputs of the 90°-hybrid are

Combining advanced modulation and coherent

received employing homodyne detection with two

detection has been regarded as an emerging key

balanced photodetectors. Assuming an identical

technology for fulfilling the excepted bandwidth

response R(t) for the four detectors, the output

demands of future optical networks. In this paper, to

signals of the two balanced photodetectors are

retrieve the constellation diagram of the QPSK
signals, we demonstrate an optical receiver that uses
homodyne detection and DSP based on the
LabVIEW software. In order to overcome the
restriction on oversampling in the ADCs embedded
within a LeCroy serial data analyzer (SDA; SDA
825Zi-A), we propose a novel extracting onedimensional array of down-sampling method for

The electrical signals SA and SB contain

reducing unwanted samples of constellation diagram

information on the amplitude and the phase of the

measurement.

optical QPSK signal. The signals SA and SB are
simultaneously sampled once after every symbol

simultaneously,

This
the

enables

us

amplitude

to

monitor,

and

phase

modulations of ultrafast optical QPSK signals.

period T with ADCs of the oscilloscope. However,
for asynchronous sampling, the signal must be

II. PRINCIPLE

sampled at twice the symbol rate and then resampled
to keep one sample per symbol. Therefore, the

Coherent detection performs the measurement of the

electrical ADCs require a sampling rate of

electrical field of an optical QPSK signal by the
interference with the local oscillation. The electric
Volume 4, Issue 3 | January-February-2018| http://ijsrcseit.com
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QPSK signal are retrieved with two balanced
whereRs is the symbol rate of the received optical

photodiodes BPDA and BPDB, and converted to the

signal and Mel = 2 is the desired rational

electrical

oversampling factor.

respectively. The signals I(t)BPDA (SA) and I(t)BPDB

signals

I(t)BPDA

and

I(t)BPDB,

(SB) are simultaneously sampled at a rate of 80
Gsamples/s with

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our proposed photonic QPSK signal transmitter is
indicated in Fig. 1. A CW laser is split into two paths
using a coupler. The upper branch is connected to a
DPMZM via a polarization controller for optical
carrier modulation, and the lower branch is utilized
as a local oscillation for homodyne coherent
detection.

A

DPMZM

contains

two

children

Mach{Zehnder modulators (MZ-C1 and MZ-C2)
nested within a third Mach{Zehnder modulator

Generation and coherent detection of QPSK signal

(MZ-P). There are three independent DC bias
voltages and two RF inputs. VRF1 and VRF2

using a novel method of DSP ADCs embedded
within a LeCroy SDA oscilloscope. The sampled

represent the RF modulating electrical voltages of

signals are then processed with the LabVIEW

MZM1 and MZM2. Vbias1, Vbias2 and Vbias3 which

software. For all measurements, the output power of

are controlled by the bias voltage controller
represent the DC bias voltages applied to MZ-C1,

the EDFAs is adjusted to yield a signal power of 0

MZ-C2 and MZ-P, respectively. As illustrated in Fig.
1, the incoming light in the DPMZM is equally split

the optical 90° -hybrids. The states of polarization of
signal and LO are matched with manual polarization

into two arms, i.e. the in-phase (I) and the

controllers.

quadrature (Q) arms. The in-phase and quadrature
components of the electric field are modulated
independently

by

two

pseudorandom

dBm and an LO power of 6 dBm at the input ports of

IV. SIGNAL PROCESSING

binary

sequences of length 231 � 1, which are generated by

A block diagram of the used signal-processing

a signal quality analyzer (MP 1800A). In both paths,

algorithm for the configuration of homodyne

a field amplitude modulator is achieved by operating

detection is shown in Fig. 2. The output signals of the
BPDA and BPDB are asynchronously acquired and

the MZMs in the push{pull mode at the minimum
transmission point. Furthermore, a relative phase

digitized by a LeCroy SDA with two channels

shift of _=2 in both paths can be adjusted by the bias

(LeCroy SDA 825Zi-A), a sampling rate of 80 Gb/s

voltage controller. The resulting NRZ-QPSK data are

per channel and 20 GHz band-width. The acquired

imprinted onto light from the CW laser at 1562 nm

signals of the two channels of SDA are real and

with a linewidth of 10 kHz according to the
manufacturer's specification. The choice of the NRZ

imaginary parts of the complex samples IBPDA(n) +
jIBPDB(n), where n denotes the number of samples,

formats stems from its experimental simplicity, since

and then we calculated and estimated the phase of

no pulse-carving stage is needed at the transmitter.

the acquired samples using these complex samples.

Both the optical signal and the local oscillation are

To improve the performance of this detection

coupled using an optical 90°-hybrid. Then the in-

scheme, we establish a phase reference by taking

phase and quadrature components of the optical

more than one symbol into account, e.g. by averaging
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the phase over a number of consecutive symbols. The

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

process of the phase estimation is as follows: the
reconstructed signal samples E(n) = [IBPDA(n) +

We test the described algorithm in Fig. 2 using the

jQBPDB(n)] to the four power cancel the phase

measurement setup depicted in Fig. 1. A LiNbO3-

modulation _(= _=4, 3_=4, 5_=4 and 7_=4), since E41

based QPSK transmitter is used to generate an optical

exp[j(4_)]. The complex amplitudes Calculate phase

QPSK signal by using differentially precoded PRBS

of the samples: ΦN The phase estimate Φe

sequences with a word length of 231�1 at a data rate
of either 1 Gb/s or 10 Gb/s. The representation of the
samples SN can be made using a constellation
diagram in the complex plane, which shows the
amplitude and phase of the samples of the QPSK
signals at a given position in the bit slot. For
asynchronous sampling, the signal must be sampled
at twice the symbol rate and then resampled to keep
one sample per symbol. Therefore, the electrical
ADCs require a sampling rate of
fs,el = MelRs = 2Rs : (7)
When the symbol rate of QPSK is 1 Gsymbols/s, the
required electrical ADCs' frequency is fs,el = 2Rs = 2
GHz. Unfortunately, the ADCs embedded within a
LeCroy SDA oscilloscope do not provide an option to
externally clock them in order to set a desired
sampling rate and its default sampling rate is 80

E4 are summed, so that the phase is averaged over

Gsamples/s. The leading edge and trailing edge of
NRZ-QPSK signals are sampled since the sampling

the entire block. The phase of the resulting complex

rate of SDA is 40 times higher than the required

amplitude is divided by 4, leading to a phase

electrical

estimation given as the resulting phase _0 n =
[arg(E(i)) � _] and the normalized intensity An of the

waveform diagrams are displayed in Figs. 3(a) and

nth sample are regarded as the phase and amplitude
respectively.

sampling rate of ADCs is too high. These samples
which can become a source of noise will display in

Unfortunately, the employed SDA does not provide

the constellation diagram of QPSK signals and reduce

an option to externally clock its ADCs in order to set

the performance of the QPSK signals. Two different

a desired sampling rate. Therefore, the received

symbol rates of QPSK signals are used in order to

samples then need to be post-processed offline in a
computer to recover the constellation diagram of the

validate this problem. The results are displayed in Fig.
3. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display such waveform

QPSK data signal.

diagrams for the samples measured on I- and Q-paths

of

reconstructed

signal

samples,

ADCs'

frequency.

The

samples

for

3(b). There exist a lot of redundant samples since the

of 1-Gsymbol/s NRZ-QPSK signal generated with an
IQMZM. We discover that there exist several oversampled samples in the waveform diagram of the
reconstructed QPSK signal samples. Therefore, we
Volume 4, Issue 3 | January-February-2018| http://ijsrcseit.com
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must further down-sample the samples of the

Gsymbol/s and 10-Gsymbol/s QPSK signals are

reconstructed QPSK signal. The array including the

clearly displayed, showing that the performance of

normalized intensity An and the phase _0 n is

the QPSK signal is enhanced by using our DSP

extracted for every

method.

VII.
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20 elements to ensure the required electrical ADCs'
frequency by down-sampling the samples. Figures
3(c) and 3(d) display the constellation diagram for
the samples of 1-Gsymbol/s QPSK signal before and
after extraction. Figures 3(e) and 3(f) display the
constellation diagrams for the samples of 10Gsymbol/s QPSK signal before and after extraction.
We _nd that the performance of the QPSK signal is
enhanced by down-sampling of the samples. The
amplitude and phase deviation are 0.131 and 1.718,
respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a simple and effective
method to directly characterize the amplitude and
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phase of the QPSK signals in the constellation
diagram. The constellation diagrams of the 1Volume 4, Issue 3 | January-February-2018| http://ijsrcseit.com
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